Abstract. A novel distinguished region detector, complementary to existing approaches like Harris-corner detectors, Difference of Gaussian detectors (DoG) or Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) is proposed. The basic idea is to find distinguished regions by clusters of interest points. In order to determine the number of clusters we use the concept of maximal stableness across scale. Therefore, the detected regions are called: Maximally Stable Corner Clusters (MSCC). In addition to the detector, we propose a novel joint orientation histogram (JOH) descriptor ideally suited for regions detected by the MSCC detector. The descriptor is based on the 2D joint occurrence histograms of orientations. We perform a comparative detector and descriptor analysis based on the recently proposed framework of Mikolajczyk and Schmid, we present evaluation results on additional non-planar scenes and we evaluate the benefits of combining different detectors.
Introduction
Recently, there has been a considerable interest in using local image region detectors and descriptors for wide base-line stereo [1, 2] , video retrieval and indexing [3, 4] , object recognition [5] , and categorization tasks [6, 7] . There exist two main categories of distinguished region detectors. Corner based detectors like Harris [8] , Harris-Laplace [4] , Harris-Affine [9] etc. and region based detectors such as Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [1] , Difference of Gaussian points (DoG) [5] or scale space blobs [10] . In addition Brown et al. proposed to use groups of interest points [11] . Corner based detectors locate points of interest at regions which contain a considerable amount of image structure, but they fail at uniform regions and regions with smooth transitions. Region based detectors deliver blob like structures of uniform regions but highly structured regions are not detected. As the two categories act quite complementary it is no surprise that people have started to use detector combinations (e.g. Video Google [3] ). The main benefit in combining detectors with complementary properties is the increasing number of detected regions and thus possible matches. A second benefit is that the different detectors will fire in different regions of the image. Thus the image will be more uniformly covered with detected regions, which in turn improves the accuracy of e.g. the wide base-line stereo. In general, it is expected that the robustness of most algorithms will improve by combining different detectors. The accuracy in geometry estimation will be improved if more matches can be used and if the matches are distributed over the whole scene. In object recognition a better coverage of the object increases the robustness against partial occlusions. The available corner and region based detectors cover already a broad variety of image content. However, there are images not sufficiently covered by neither class of detectors. For example, Fig. 1 shows an image from a database we are using for studying visual robot localization tasks. The image shows a door with an attached poster. The poster contains a lot of text. Fig. 1(a) shows as an example detected Harris corners. The text in the image results in a high number of Harris corners with a very similar appearance which will result in a lot of mismatches. Fig. 1(b) shows the results of an Hessian-Affine detector. The detector selects strong corners and constructs local affine frames around the corners on multiple scales. This leads to unfortunate detections as one can see in the lower right part of the image. The MSER detector (see Fig. 1(c) ) perfectly detects the homogeneous regions but ignores the parts of the image containing the text. If the resolution of the image would be higher, the detector would detect the individual letters, which in this case would be useless for matching because there are lots of similar letters. This simple example demonstrates that neither of the available detectors delivers satisfactory results. The dense but locally distinct patterns of detected corners in textured image parts resulting from the Harris detector ( Fig. 1(a) ) suggests a new distinguished region detector based on characteristic groups of individual detections. In particular we propose to cluster the responses of individual detectors. The thus clustered regions are our distinguished regions. Fig. 1(d) shows some of the obtained regions (only at a single scale). It is clearly seen that we detect also regions where other detectors have problems. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the MSCC detector. Section 3 is devoted to the novel joint orientation histogram descriptor. The detector and descriptor evaluations are presented in Section 4. A discussion and outlook concludes the paper.
The MSCC detector
The MSCC detector aims to benefit from the high repeatability of simple interest point detectors (as shown in [12] ). The main idea is to use point constellations instead of single interest points. Point constellations are more robust against viewpoint changes than single interest points because a few missing single points will not affect the detection of the constellation itself. Point constellations are detected by clustering of the interest points for multiple scales. Selecting only those clusters which fulfill a stability criteria leads to robust and highly repeatable detections.
In particular the MSCC algorithm proceeds along the following three steps:
1. Detect simple, single interest points all over the image, e.g. Harris-corners. 2. Cluster the interest points by graph-based point clustering using a minimal spanning tree (MST) for multiple scales. 3. Select clusters which are stable across several scales.
It should be noted, that the steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm can be implemented very efficiently as it is possible to cluster and perform the cluster selection already during the MST construction.
Interest point detection and MST calculation
To detect the interest points acting as cluster primitives we make use of the structure tensor [13] . For every image pixel we evaluate the structure tensor and calculate a Harris-corner strength measure (cornerness) as given by Harris and Stephens [8] . We select a large number of corners (all local maxima above the noise level) as our corner primitives. This ensures that we are not dependent on a cornerness threshold. The interest points itself represent the nodes of an undirected weighted graph in 2D. The MST computation is performed by applying Kruskal's iterative growing algorithm on the Delaunay-triangulation of the nodes [14] . The weight for the edge between two graph nodes is their geometric distance to which we will also refer to as edge length.
Multi scale clustering
Since we do not know the number of clusters we have to use a non-parametric clustering method. The method we use is inspired by the MSER detector. Given a threshold T on the edge length we can get a subdivision of the MST into subtrees by removing all edges with an edge length higher than this threshold. Every subtree corresponds to a cluster and gives rise to an image region. Different values for T produce different subdivisions of the MST, i.e. different point clusters. To create a multi scale clustering we compute subdivisions of the MST for a certain number of thresholds T 1 ...T p between the minimal and maximal edge length occurring in the MST.
We are now interested in clusters which are stable over several scales, i.e. have the same interest points. Fig. 2 illustrates the method on a synthetic test image. The image shows 4 differently sized squares. The Harris corner detection step produces several responses on the corners of the squares. Connecting the single points with the MST reveals a structure where one can easily see that clustering can be done by removing the larger edges. Clusters of interest points are indicated by ellipses around them. The test image shows the capability of detecting stable clusters at multiple scales, starting from very small clusters at the corners of the squares itself up to the cluster containing all detected interest points.
Unlike many other detectors the MSCC-clusters show arbitrary shapes, an approximative delineation may be obtained by convex hull construction or fitting ellipses. Fig. 4(c) shows examples for the convex hull and the fitted ellipses of detected regions in a 3D plot. One can see, that ellipse fitting is only a poor estimation of region delineation and will also introduce some errors for area and overlap calculation. However we will propose a descriptor without the need for region delineation which uses the clustered points directly. 
The joint orientation histogram descriptor
Orientation information has already been successfully used by Lowe in his SIFTdescriptor [5] . To make an optimal use of the MSCC detector results we have designed a new descriptor also based on orientation information, the so called joint orientation histograms (JOH).
As an estimate of the local gradient orientation we use Gaussian derivatives. In order to obtain rotational invariance the mean corner orientation within a region is computed. All corner orientations are normalized with respect to this mean orientation. The basic idea is that for each corner c within a MSCC region the joint orientation occurrence to its n local neighbors c t weighted by the gradient magnitude is entered in a 2D histogram. That is, the gradient magnitude of c is added to the bin defined by the orientation of c and c t . The histogram is smoothed in order to avoid boundary effects and normalized to sum to one. Best results are obtained for a typical histogram size of 8×8 and n = 40 nearest neighbors resulting in a 64-dimensional descriptor. The histogram takes into account the local structure within the region (e.g. are there many similar orientations or are the orientations uniformly distributed). In contrast to most other descriptors we do not depend on the definition of a center point or a region (ellipse) where the descriptor is calculated from. Therefore, even if the detected clusters differ in shape, this does not affect the descriptor as long as a sufficiently high number of points are re-detected. Matching (see 4.4) is done by nearest neighbor search using the Bhattacharyya distance [15] . To compare the performance of the MSCC detector with other approaches we use the publicly available evaluation framework of Mikolajczyk [16] . The evaluation framework gives two performance measures, a repeatability score and a matching score. The repeatability score is the relative number of repetitive detected interest regions. The matching score is the relative number of correctly matched regions compared to the number of detected regions. The correctness of the matches is verified automatically using a ground truth transformation. A homography is calculated between two (planar) images which allows to transfer the position of an interest region from the first to the second image. For the evaluation we use 10 images from a robot localization experiment. Fig. 3(a) shows an image of the image set and Fig. 4(a) shows an image with detected MSCC regions. To comply with the evaluation framework ellipses are fitted to the MSCC regions, i.e the ellipse parameters are calculated from the covariance matrix of the interest points belonging to the region. We compare the repeatability score and the matching score of our MSCC detector to 4 other detectors on increasing viewpoint change up to 130
Experimental results

Detector evaluation: Repeatability and matching score
• . For the matching score the SIFT descriptor is used. Fig. 4(b) shows the results of the MSCC detector compared to the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [1] , the Hessian-Affine regions (HESAFF) [9] , the Harris-Affine regions (HARAFF) [9] and the intensity based regions (IBR) [2] . The experiment reveals a competitive performance of our novel detector when compared to other approaches. The regions detected by our approach are consistently different from those of other detectors (see also 4.3). 
Detector evaluation on non-planar scenes
Non-planar scenes can not be evaluated with the method proposed by Mikolajczyk. We use the method proposed in [17] to evaluate the MSCC detector on non-planar scenes. We compare the results to 6 other detectors on increasing viewpoint angle additionally including the Difference of Gaussian keypoints (DOG) [5] and simple interest point detectors like Harris corners (HARRIS) and Hessian corners (HESSIAN) [8] . The compared value is the repeatability score. We use the publicly available implementation from Mikolajczyk for the other detectors. We evaluated the detectors on 2 different complex scenes (see Fig. 3(b) and (c)). The test scene "group" shows two boxes acquired with a turntable. The second test scene "room" shows a part of an office and is of higher complexity than the first one. Both image sequences consist of 19 images and the viewpoint varies from 0 • to 90 • . Fig. 5(a) shows the repeatability score for the "group" scene. The best performance is obtained by the MSER detector. The proposed MSCC detector comes second and shows a repeatability score noticeable higher than the other detectors. Fig. 5(b) shows the evaluation results for the "room" scene. In this scene the performance of the different detectors is very similar and no one shows a really outstanding performance. The evaluations demonstrate that our MSCC detector is competitive to the other established detectors. 
Combining local detectors
This experiment evaluates the complementarity of the MSCC detector. This is done by counting the non-overlapping correct matching regions from different detectors. Regions from different detectors are counted as non-overlapping if they do not overlap more than 40%. Matching is done using SIFT descriptors and nearest neighbor search (as implemented in Mikolajczyks evaluation framework). Fig. 6(a) shows the absolute number of matched MSER regions, MSER regions combined with HESAFF regions, combination of MSER, HESAFF and HARAFF, combination of MSER, HESAFF, HARAFF and IBR and combination of the previous detectors with the MSCC detector. Fig. 6(b) -(e) show the region numbers for combining the MSCC detector with each of the other detectors. The graphs show that our MSCC detector is able to add a significant amount of new matches to the ones of the other detectors. 
Descriptor Evaluation
To compare our joint orientation histogram (JOH) descriptor against others we use Mikolajczyk's evaluation framework [16] . We show the results of SIFT-keys, extended SIFT-keys, differential invariants and shape context (see Fig. 7 ). All the other descriptors of the framework give similar results. For MSCC detector and JOH descriptor we use the convex hull of the MSCC region points instead of ellipse fitting for region overlap calculation. Fig. 7(a) shows the matching scores of our JOH descriptor on MSCC regions for the "doors" scene compared to different detectors on Hessian-Affine regions as we found them to give best results on the "doors" dataset. In contrast to our approach the descriptors for the Hessian-Affine regions are calculated on affine normalized patches. Fig. 7(b) depicts the results for the same scene but all descriptors are calculated on MSCC regions. For MSCC regions all detectors show similar performance. The same behavior is observed for Hessian-Affine regions. 
Summary and Conclusions
We have presented a novel method for the detection of distinguished regions by clustering feature primitives -the so called Maximally Stable Corner Clusters (MSCCs). We have developed a novel local descriptor based on 2D joint orientation (JOH) histograms ideally suited for the properties of the detector. We have evaluated the repeatability of the MSCCs under changing viewpoints and compared the performance to other established detectors on planar and non-planar scenes. The results show a competitive performance of the MSCCs. Further evaluations on the combination of different detectors have shown, that our detector consistently detects regions different from those of other detectors. Finally, we evaluated the performance of our JOH descriptor against others and obtained comparable results. The results indicate, that the detector successfully enriches the variety and power of the current available set of local detectors.
